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This Design and Access statement has been prepared by Lathams to 

accompany a planning application on the site south of Costock Road, 

East Leake, for 22 residential units on behalf of Positive Homes Ltd. 

The scheme will use ‘Modern Methods of Construction (MMC)’, with 

dwellings precision engineered in a factory before being installed on 

site. It will be one of the largest MMC schemes in the country. Every 

property will be ‘A’ rated under the Energy Performance Certificate 

system - putting them in the top 0.16% in the country for energy 

efficiency. Currently Rushcliffe only has 60 homes (0.18%) meeting 

this standard * (Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government 

data, via  https://epc.opendatacommunities.org/domestic/search). 

Positive Homes Ltd is a Rushcliffe-based housing company which 

specialises in developing super-low energy homes. It focusses on 

smaller homes, with a mission to make energy efficiency the norm, not

the exception for new properties.

The award-winning firm has plans to build 700 homes for private sale 

and rent by 2026, aimed mainly at first time buyers, smaller families 

and older people looking to ‘downsize’.More information about 

Positive Homes is included with this planning application.

The application site is a broadly rectangular plot 0.6 hectares in extent 

at the outskirts of the village of East Leake. The site is situated south 

of the Costock Road separated by a belt of native mature hedge. The 

site accommodates a low quality outbuilding on the northern side of 

the site presumably connected to former agricultural uses. 
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SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Site

1. Kingston Banks Development / Cornflower Way 2. Kingston Banks Development / 2 storeys brick/render houses

3. Kingston Banks Development / View across SUDS area towards carpark 4. Footpath towards the carpark/view of significant ash tree T1 in the 

background

5. Kingston Banks Development / Render material on elevation

6. View of the Sports Pavilion from the main road
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This proposed scheme takes into account all relevant national 

guidance contained in the National Planning Policy Framework. A full 

list of relevant policies in Appendix 1.

NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK (June 2019)

2.0 PLANNING POLICY

The following paragraphs state the relevant policies outlined within the 

Local Plan.

Part 1: Rushcliffe Core Strategy

2.3 A Spatial Vision for Rushcliffe

2.3.4. 

New communities and neighbourhoods have been built to the highest 

design and environmental standards, being resilient to climate change, 

with low water usage, high levels of energy efficiency, and low or 

zero carbon energy forms a major part of their overall energy usage, 

including decentralised generation. Indeed phases constructed after 

2016 are all carbon neutral. There is a sustainable mix of good quality 

housing which maintains the character of the Borough, and meets the 

needs and aspirations of all Rushcliffe residents and communities, 

particularly those who may require affordable, specialist or adapted 

housing.

Section 2 The Future of Rushcliffe

2.4 Spatial Objectives

2.4.1

i Environmentally responsible development addressing climate Change

ii. High quality new housing

vii Strong, safe and cohesive communities

viii Health and well-being

ix Opportunities for all.

Section 3 Delivery Strategy

Policy 1 Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development

Policy 2 Climate Change

Policy 3 Spatial Strategy

2.b) Approximately 5,500 homes beyond the main built up areas of 

Nottingham (within Rushcliffe), including:

iv) In or adjoining East Leake (a minimum of 400 homes);

Policy 8 Housing size, mix and choice

Policy 10 Design and enhancing local identity

Policy 17 Biodiversity

RUSHCLIFFE DISTRICT CORE STRATEGY
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The design is fully compliant with all relevant policies of the East 

Leake Neighbourhood Plan.

Section 2 Housing

2.1 Number of new homes and relationship to infrastructure

2.1.1 Provide a positive contribution to meeting housing needs.

2.1.2 Ensure infrastructure is adequate to support proposed housing 

growth.

2.1.11 It is expected that a number of smaller infill sites lying 

completely within the current village built-up area may come forward 

for redevelopment and should not be subject to the above.

2.2 Phasing of new housing

2.2.1 Encourage evenly spread development of East Leake over the 

period of the Core Strategy (2013-28).

2.2.2 Provide for any change in circumstance either within the market 

(demand) or in relation to the requirements of the Plan or District area 

(need) and allow development rates to react accordingly.

2.3 Types of New Homes Built for sale

2.3.1 Ensure that new homes built for sale are of the size and type 

forwhich there is demonstrable need.

2.3.2 Maintain a mixture of property types to ensure social diversity.

2.3.3 Encourage a strong housing ladder, with no gaps, to enable 

families to remain in the village as they move up the housing ladder.

2.3.4 Provide an adequate supply of new homes for older people 

wishing to downsize (freeing up family homes).

2.3.13 Homes and apartments suitable for smaller families and single 

people attracted the highest proportion of ‘high need’ responses 

(41%), followed by bungalows (32%) and smaller 3-4 bedroomed 

houses including semi-detached (31%). 

Policy H3:

On developments of 10 or more homes development will provide 

a mixture of homes for the market that broadly reflects Rushcliffe 

Borough Council’s and East Leake’s most up do date assessments of 

housing needs derived from projections of household types, as shown 

below:

• 1 and 2 bedrooms Between 30% and 40%; If purpose built for 

older people, e.g. homes with care and support or “retirement 

villages”, up to 100%

• 3 bedrooms Between 40% and 60%

• 4 bedrooms Between 10% and 20%

• 5+ bedrooms Between 0% and 5%

2.4 Issues of Building Standards and Design Objectives

2.4.1 Provide additional sound insulation requirement due to proximity 

of East Midlands Airport

2.4.2 Ensure developments are well designed, in particular that they 

contribute to the character of East Leake, and to the wider aims of 

sustainability, in that they promote a sense of community by providing 

connectivity and social spaces.

2.4.3 Ensure that in mixed developments of market and affordable 

homes, the affordable homes are indistinguishable in terms of external 

quality finishes etc.

Policy H5 – Design and Building Standards

2.5 Suitability of Sites for General Housing

2.5.1 Ensure that the location of new housing development takes 

account of a range of constraints.

Policy H6 – Sites where housing development will be permitted

2.6 Satisfying Local Housing Need for Affordable Housing

2.6.1 Ensure that the affordable housing supply in East Leake 

continues to be developed at an appropriate rate.

2.6.2 Ensure that the mixture of types of new affordable homes meets 

need.

2.6.3 Improve opportunities for people with a local connection to 

obtain affordable housing in the future.

Section 4 Transport, Communications and Traffic

4.1 Better and safer routes for pedestrians and cyclists

EAST LEAKE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN AND PLANNING POLICIES
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Policy T1 New developments and connectivity

Section 5 – Maintaining the environment

5.3 Green Spaces

5.3.1 Preserve existing green spaces in the village and include green 

spaces in new developments, ensuring they are maintained.

5.3.2 Bring the countryside into the built environment wherever 

possible.

Policy E3 – Green Infrastructure within the Built Environment

Summary

The proposed development on the outskirts of East Leake sits 

comfortably within the aims and aspirations of the NPPF,  the Local 

Plan and the Neighbourhood Plan policies stated above. High quality, 

low environmental impact housing is to contribute to the sustainable 

nature of the local area by providing a mix of housing catering for 

specific local needs.

The proposed development provides suitable amount of affordable 

housing in the proposed tenure mix.

The proposed scheme only includes a mix of 2 and 3 bedroom homes, 

for a target market of first time buyers, small families and the elderly 

looking to downsize. The Neighbourhood Plan identified these groups 

as being in the most need for suitable housing in the village. However 

many of the recent developments around East Leake have featured 

significant numbers of larger, detached properties. The proposal is 

designed to redress that imbalance.

A new internal footpath is proposed to connect Costock Road Playing 

fields with the overspill car park. This will form part of the Section 106 

agreement. The site is connected to the village centre via the existing 

Costock Road footpath, and is opposite the proposed Sheep Plank 

Lane strategic green/foot path.

 

Existing hedgerows will be maintained and improved. Twelve new 

trees are proposed, along with significant planting of wildflowers and 

plants to encourage wildlife and improve the quality of life for the 

residents.
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Site

Busy traffic on Costock Road

Hedgerows

Line of ditches 

Pedestrian access from East Leake to Sport pitch

Significant trees

Byway open to all traffic

Public footpath

Existing gate / site entrance

Key

SITE CONSTRAINTS

3.0 SITE ANALYSIS

The site itself is an open field with slight fall from North to South. All 

boundaries to the site have mature hedgerows with a drainage ditch 

running along the eastern and northern boundaries.

A footpath runs along the south side of Costock Road connects East 

Leake with the Sports Pitches to the East. The footpath is narrow and 

with vehicular movement causes some issue. The car park at the front 

of the new David Wilson development provides better access to the 

pitches.

There is one large tree along the Western boundary. 

Car
park

new pavilion proposed

Attenuation
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Site

Places of Worship

Shops / Retail

Leisure

Education

Restaurant/Public House

Health

Park

Office

Main bus route

Key

LOCAL SERVICES AND LAND USES

The site is surrounded by a variety of uses including retail, shops 

education, places of worship within walking distance from the site, 

proving this location to be highly sustainable. One primary school, 

Brookside Primary School, has been identified within vincity of the site. 

Local Meadow Park East Leake providing additional amenity space for 

the residents is located within 550 m from the site. Numerous shops 

and groceries are located within 500 m radius from the site boundary.

200 meters

400 meters

600 meters
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HERITAGE

The site sits outside of the East Leake Conservation boundary with 

no visual impact on it or any Listed Buildings. The historic core of the 

village is centred around Main Street and the Grade 1 Church of St 

Mary, remote from the site.

The closest Listed Building to the site is the Grade II East Leake 

Baptist Church off Costock Road.

No further analysis of heritage impact was considered necessary 

following this understanding.

Site

G1 Listed Church of St Mary

GII Listed Buildings

Conservation Area Boundary

Key
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Site

Flood Zone 3 

Flood Zone 2

Local Green Space 

Key

FLOOD RISK

An initial assessment of the site, based on Environment Agency 

mapping system, indicated that the northern section to is partly in 

flood zones 2 and 3, as shown on adjacent image. However, further 

detailed floodrisk analysis has been undertaken by BWB engineers. 

The results of the detailed floodrisk assesment, attached with the 

application, indicate the fact that Costock Road acts as a natural flood 

barrier therefore the site is located wholly within Flood Zone 1. 

These floodrisk assesment results have been submitted to the 

Environment Agency for incorporation into its mapping. At time of 

writing the result has been accepted in principle.
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4.0 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Site

New site entrance

Maintain existing hedgerows

Utilise ditch for attenuation

Improved Pedestrian access to Sport pitch

Key

Retain significant trees

Frontage along Costock Road

Public space

Being of linear proportions, there is a simple, straight forward way 

to arrange residential development. A main spine road is necessary 

for development to runnorth/south along either the west or east 

boundaries. To ensure the mature hedgerow (and tree) to the western 

and southern is retained, the decision to use the east edge for the 

access road was taken. This also keeps the development visibily 

isolated from the adjacent car park and neighbouring development.

The location of the site entrance was therefore relocated accordingly 

which in turn improves visibility of traffic as demonstarted within the 

accompanying transport assessment. 

A row of houses is aligned but set back from Costock Road for a few 

reasons:

 ■ To create frontage to the development

 ■ To improve the setting of the development with the 

introduction of a green open space

 ■ to provide better, safer pedestrian access from the car park 

to the sports pitches

SITE STRATEGY
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Positive Homes propose to use the ‘Ilke Homes’ modular housing 

system (www.ilkehomes.co.uk). This will be one of the first private sale 

housing scheme constructed in this manner in the United Kingdom. 

Homes are built to exacting standards in a precision engineering 

factory in Knaresborough, Yorkshire, before being craned into position 

on site. This is a true ‘modern method of construction’ (MMC) system, 

which is being increasingly promoted by the Government and Homes 

England as the solution to slow pace of current build out rates. 

ENERGY PERFORMANCE 

All homes on this site will be ‘A’ rated under their Energy Performance 

Certificate.  Since the EPC system was introduced in 2008, there have 

been 3,997 new domestic properties built in Rushcliffe. Of these, only 

22 have achieved the highest ‘A’ rated standard (0.55%). Nationally, 

only 1% of new homes constructed in the last 10 years are to the 

highest energy standards.* 

The proposed development will therefore perform better than 99% of 

all homes built since 2008 – while doubling the number of homes in 

Rushcliffe built to the highest energy standards. 

Using data from previous homes it has constructed, and performance 

modelling using SAP, Positive Homes predicts household energy bills 

to be on average around £10 a week. 

HOUSING PROVISION + SUSTAINABILITY
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Materials List TBC

Cladding Blue Brick Slips

DescriptionKey
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Composite Windows - Dark Grey Aluminium2

Roofing - Roof Tiles. Colour TBC.3

Front Door - Colour TBC4

Rainwater Goods - Dark Grey Aluminium.5

External Render - Colour TBC.6

© This drawing and the building works depicted are 
the copyright of the Architect and may not be 
reproduced except with written consent. Figured 
dimensions only are to be taken from this drawing. 
All contractors must visit the site and be 
responsible for taking and checking all dimensions 
relative to their work. Lathams are to be advised of 
any variation between drawings and site conditions.
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Taken together, this is a truly sustainable development, which will 

ultralow carbon emitting, affordable to run, and a benchmark for 

others to follow.

* Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government data, via  

https://epc.opendatacommunities.org/domestic/search
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The proposed design consists of 22 units. Whilst all units are provided 

with incurtlage parking spaces for the residents, the streetscape has 

been designed to allow for generous green spaces in front of the 

houses. As shown on the images, the trees and soft landscape create 

the environment which will make the development distinguishable 

and will provide local identity for its future residents. 

Street Scene 1 Site Plan
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The proposed homes will be a mix of white silicone render and brick. 

The brick slip system, supplied by Wetherby Building Systems, 

in ‘Charcoal Stock’ colours (www.wbs-ltd.co.uk). Roof tiles will be 

Marley Modern Grey or similar to be approved. Windows to be UPVC 

colour grey and front door UPVC colour black. Rainwater goods 

UPVC colour black.

Together this gives a contemporary look whilst providing, a clear 

reference to the village heritage and genius locci. 

The design and layout of the proposals have had regard to the need 

and opportunity to reduce crime and fear of crime. Specific measures 

integrated into the scheme include:

 ■ A small, intimate development where new residents are 

more likely to recognise each other, and challenge potential 

unauthorised visitors.

 ■ Overlooking of accessible open spaces (access ways, 

driveways, entrances to the site) from multiple viewpoints, 

e.g. from within the kitchens to the front street and from 

within upper bedrooms and landing to the side and rear of 

the properties. 

 ■ Private garden areas protected by secure boundary 

treatments, including replacing all damaged site boundary 

fences and retention of existing secure boundary treatments 

along the entrance drive.

 ■ High security doors and locking window, meeting ‘Secure 

by Design’ standards.

 ■ Bin storage within each curtilage – bins to be housed in 

purpose built timber stores where they are at the front of 

properties.

 ■ Cycle storage to rear of the property.

The site topography is uniform and fairly flat. Part of the drainage 

strategy requires a slight raise in these levels to allow for cross fall to 

the ditch to the eastern boundary.

The dwellings have been designed to meet Part M of the Building 

Regulations and allow for easy access. This includes level access to 

the front entrance doors, internal turning space for wheelchairs and 

downstairs toilet facilities.

MATERIALS SECURITY / DESIGNING OUT CRIME ACCESS
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A detailed Transport Statement is included with this application, 

completed by engineers BWB. A few principle conclusions are 

highlighted:

1) The proposed new access and 65m visibility splays meet the 

required standards, set out in paragraph 3.26 of the Nottinghamshire 

Highway Design Guide.

2) There will only be a small increase in vehicle movements (11 in 

the morning peak, 13 in the evening peak). This is below the level 

considered to be a major impact on the road network

3) The site is accessible by a range of sustainable travel modes. Given 

the areas contained within acceptable walking distance of the site, 

and the existing pedestrian infrastructure available, there are good 

opportunities for pedestrian travel. 

4) Similarly, given the areas contained within cycling distance and the 

nature of the roads surrounding the site, there are some opportunities 

for cycle travel between the site and local area. 

5) The site is also accessible by public transport, with a regular bus 

service routing along Gotham Road throughout the day. 

The proposed carriageway is 4.8m in width with adequate room for 

vehicles to pass, while also allowing for vehicle speeds to be slowed 

and controlled to the benefit of pedestrians. This meets standards 

set out in Manual for Streets, specifically section 7.2 and Figure 7.1,   

page 79. 

In line with advice received in the pre-application process, the scheme 

includes a new footpath for pedestrians to move safely between the 

Sports Pavilion and the overspill car park, previously provided as part 

of the neighbouring development by David Wilson. At present people 

have to use the Costock Road path, and the potential for accidents 

with cars is high (particularly when vehicles park half on the road/ 

half on the pavement). Providing this access will depend on the co-

operation of neighbouring landowners.

There are turning heads at the top and bottom of the development 

meaning there is adequate for a large vehicle to turn and/or wait for 

another larger vehicle coming up the drive. These turning heads allow 

a fire engine to stop and serve the final plot, which is comfortably 

within the maximum 45m reach of a hose. The engine can then reverse 

on site and drive out in a forward gear (the same principle applies to 

all larger vehicles, e.g. delivery vans etc).

The new driveway is not proposed for adoption by the Highway 

Authority. It will remain in the shared ownership of the residents of the 

new housing, under a management company. Because the drive will 

be kept private and not adopted, there is no requirement for refuse 

vehicles to access the site (see ‘waste management’ section). A 

turning head has been provided that allows for large vehicles such as 

fire engines to manoeuvre with ease. Vehicle tracking information is 

included with this application. 

Lighting will be provided along the entrance drive.

HIGHWAYS AND VEHICULAR ACCESS PARKING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT

As described in detail in the Transport Statement, the car parking 

provision is in line with requirements set out by Nottinghamshire 

County Council Highways: ‘Residential Car Parking research for 

Nottinghamshire – Highway Development Control Guidance’, 2010. 

There are 42 parking spaces for 22 homes, including six visitor 

parking spaces.

The scheme has been designed to reduce the visual impact of the 

motor car – for example by setting the majority of homes back from 

the access road, so two spaces are provided in series rather than 

parallel allows for significant green space and new trees in front of 

each home.   

In line with the recommendations contained in ‘Manual for Streets’, 

the site masterplan has been designed to ensure that refuse collection 

vehicles can park at the kerbside adjacent to all dwellings, or 

manoeuvre to within 25 metres walking distance for refuse workers of 

any designated collection points. 

Vehicle tracking data is included with this application. The swept 

path details demonstrate that a large refuse vehicle could manoeuvre 

satisfactorily in and out of the proposed access from Costock Road.
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PARKING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT DRAINAGE STRATEGY ECOLOGY + TREES

The site is bounded by drainage ditches on all sides. Surface water 

generated by the development will make use of the ditches on the 

eastern and northern boundaries. The eastern ditch will be widened 

and replanted with native species. This will act as a ‘linear balancing 

pond’ to hold excessive amounts, which will then be fed slowly via a 

hydrabrake into the existing ditch network on the northern boundary. 

This system will not require a connection to the existing surface water 

sewer system, and as a result of its design will not add to flood risk 

in the village. 

Foul drainage will be to the existing sewer under Costock Road. 

This application includes a landscape and boundary treatment 

strategy, which includes a list of proposed planting. As well as retaining 

almost all of the existing hedgerows, 12 new trees are proposed, as 

shown on the images overleaf. 

A new wildflower meadow area at the front of the site, to be seeded 

with Special General Purpose Wild Flower mix EM3F, at a sowing 

rate 4g/m2. Ground preparation, sowing and maintenance to be in 

accordance with seed providers recommendations.
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PLANTING GUIDLINES
All planting and landscape operations should comply with the requirements specified in 
BS3936:1992' NurseryStock(Part One)' and BS 4428:1998 'Code of Practice for General 
Landscape Operations (excluding hard surfaces)'. All topsoil and testing to conform to BS
3882:2015 'Specification for Topsoil and Requirements for Use'.
Existing levels to be preserved around existing trees and protected during construction to 
BS5837:2012 - see Arboricultural Report.

Proposed Tree Planting
To be planted in the first available planting season after construction as root balled stock. Tee 
pit dimensions are subject to soil conditions and rootball size. All tree pits to have irrigation 
pipe and end cap, 150mm depth aggregate drainage layer with geotextile separation layer 
and horticultural grade sand to support root ball. All topsoil to conform to BS 3882:2015 
'Multipurpose'.All backfilled material is to include an organic slow release fertilizer (Vitax Q4HN 
or similar approved). Trees to have be double stalke support.

Guidance for Tree Pit Sizes

Tree Size Rootball Size Tree Pit Size
As Spec 50dia x 50cm 100dia x 75cm

Proposed Hedge Planting
To be planted in a minimum of 300-450mm depth approved topsoil to BS 3882:2007 
'Multipurpose' or better in the first available planting season after construction. All shrubs are 
to be planted as bareroot stock unless otherwise specified. All stock is to be well rooted into 
the container. All hedges are to be planted in double staggered rows, 250mm apart and 
350mm linear separation, generally 5no. per metre. All shrubs are to be planted with a slow 
release organic fertilizer to a N.P.K ratio of 4.5-2.0-7.7+ 0.8%mg (vitax or similar approved) 
and backfilled with a mixture of excavated top soil and compost (not peat based). A minimum 
of 50 mm approved ornamental grade bark mulch is to be applied to planting areas unless 
stated otherwise. Fencing support for new hedges to be timber post and general pattern wire 
mesh to BS 1722-2; height 600mm; installed before planting hedge, lightly secure hedge 
plants to fence wires at appropriate intervals.

Proposed Specimen/Ornamental Shrub Planting
• To be planted in a minimum of 300-450mm depth approved topsoil to BS 3882:2007 

'Multipurpose', laid over free draining subsoil in the first available planting season after 
construction.

• All shrubs are to be planted as container stock unless otherwise specified (refer to 
specification for container size) all stock is to be well rooted into the container.

• All shrubs are to be planted with a slow release organic fertilizer (Vitax or similar approved) 
and backfilled with a mixture of excavated top soil and compost (not peat based).

• A minimum of 50 mm approved ornamental grade bark mulch is to be applied to planting 
areas unless stated otherwise.

Seeding / Turfing
• Carry out the work while soil and weather conditions are suitable. When preparing ground 

for seeding cultivate to a fine, firm tilth with good crumb structure; avoid works in the 
vacinity of Root Protection Areas as per Aboricultural report.

• When sowing establish good seed contact with the root zone. Grass seed generally 
between April to June or August to October.

• For turfed areas prepare a bed of 50mm minimum depth approved topsoil to BS3882 
Multipupose. laid over free draining subsoil.

• Do not lay turf when persistent cold or drying winds are likely to occur or soil is frost 
bound, waterlogged or excessively dry.

• Consolidating; lightly and evenly firm as laying proceeds to ensure full contact with 
substrate. Do not use rollers.

• Thoroughly water completed turf immediately after laying. Sowing rate 1.5 grams per 
Sq.M; prepare ground in accordance with seed providers recommendation and 
specification.

Maintenance Notes
• Planting to be protected from mammal and human damage by stock proof fencing.
• Planted areas to be forked through regularly to keep soil loose and aerated.
• Watering as required to maintain healthy growth (allow for 24 N° waterings minimum).
• Any species that dies or fails to establish in the first five years should be replaced by an 

identical species.
• Allow for a minimum of 24 maintenance visits.

LANDSCAPE GENERAL NOTES

Public Realm Ornamental Hedge Plants: Ref H1

Species Size (cm) Root 

Berberis thunbergii 5L C 
Escallonia 'Red Elf' 5L C
Euonymus fortunei 'Emerald n Gold' 5L C
Photinia x fraseri (Red robin) 5L C 
Prunus lusitanica 5L C
Pyracantha coccinea 5L C

Private Shrub and Ornamental Mix: Ref H2

Species Size (cm) Root 

Selected Shrub Species Size (cm) Root 

Ceanothus 'Blue Mound' 5L C
Choisya ternata 5L C 
Euonymus fortunei 'Emerald n Gold' 5L C
Hebe albicans 'Red Edge' 5L C
Hebe rakaiensis 5L C
Hypericum 'Hidcote' 5L C
Lavandula angustifolia 'Hidcote' 5L C
Perovskia 'Blue Spire' 5L C
Prunus lusitanica 5L C
Santolina chamaecyparissus 5L C
Skimmia japonica 'Rubella' 5L C

Selected Herbaceous Species Size (cm) Root 

Alchemilla mollis 2L C
Bergenia cordifolia 2L C 
Deschampsia cespitosa 2L C
Digitalis purpurea 2L C 
Echinacea purpurea 2L C 
Festuca glauca 2L C 
Geranium macrorrhizum 2L C
Miscanthus sinensis 2L C
Salvia officinalis 'Purpurascens' 2L C
Sedum 'Autumn Joy' 2L C
Stachys byzantina 2L C

Fruit & Nut Native Hedge: Ref H3

Species Size (cm) Root Percentage

Cratagus monogyna (Hawthorn) 60/90 BR 20%
Corylus avellana (Hazel) 60/90 BR 20%
Prunus spinosa (Blackthorn) 60/90 BR 20%
Alnus glutinosa (Alder) 60/90 BR 15%
Prunus avium (Wild Cherry) 60/90 BR 10%
Rosa canina (Dog Rose) 60/90 BR 5%
Viburnmum opulus (Guelder Rose) 60/90 BR 5%
Sambucus nigra (Common Elder) 60/90 BR 5%

Reinstating Grass Areas – General Amenity - Ref G1; To Garden Plots Surrounding Amenity

General Amenity Low Maintenance A22 perennial ryegrass; sowing rate 50 grams per Sq.M; prepare 
ground as per notes and in accordance with seed providers recommendation and specification.

Wildflower Seeding - Ref: WF1

Area to be seeded with Special General Purpose Wild Flower mix EM3F, sowing rate 4g/m2.
Seed mixes to be provided by Emorsgate Seeds. Ground preparation, sowing and maintenance to be in 
accordance with seed providers recommendations.

Green Roof - Ref: GR1

100% British native wildflower green roof turf by Tillars Turf

PLANTING SPEC

Individual Trees

Ref Species Root Height (M) Girth(cm)

T1 Acer platanoides RB 3.5 - 4.5 14 - 16
T2 Sorbus aucuparia RB 3.5 - 4.5 14 - 16
T3 Prunus avium RB 3.5 - 4.5 14 - 16

TREE SPEC

Site Boundary 

HARD LANDSCAPE - PAVING

Paving Type 1
Black Tarmac.

Paving Type 2
Dark Grey Tarmac. Public Footpath/Parking spaces

Paving Type 3
Hardscape Hardland (UK) Promenade Square Edged Blue. 
Private footpath.

SOFT LANDSCAPING - PLANTING

Existing Trees

New Trees
Native Deciduous.

T1 - Crataegus 'Paul's Scarlet' 
T2 - Sorbus Aucuparia
T3 - Prunus Avium
T4 - Malus Sylvestris

Private Lawn (G1)

Wildflower Seeding (WF1)

Public Realm Ornamental Hedge (H1)

Private Shrub and Ornamental Mix (H2)

Fruit and Nut Native Hedge - Existing (H3)

BOUNDARY TREATMENTS

Timber fence.
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The purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement 

of sustainable development. At a very high level, the objective of 

sustainable development can be summarised as meeting the needs of 

the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 

meet their own needs (Paragraph 7).  

Achieving sustainable development means that the planning system 

has three overarching objectives, which are interdependent and need 

to be pursued in mutually supportive ways (so that opportunities can 

be taken to secure net gains across each of the different objectives):

a) an economic objective – to help build a strong, responsive and competitive 

economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right types is available in the 

right places and at the right time to support growth, innovation and improved 

productivity; and by identifying and coordinating the provision of infrastructure

b) a social objective – to support strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by 

ensuring that a sufficient number and range of homes can be provided to meet 

the needs of present and future generations; and by fostering a well-designed 

and safe built environment, with accessible services and open spaces that 

reflect current and future needs and support communities’ health, social and 

cultural well-being; and

c) an environmental objective – to contribute to protecting and enhancing our 

natural, built and historic environment; including making effective use of land, 

helping to improve biodiversity, using natural resources prudently, minimising 

waste and pollution, and mitigating and adapting to climate change, including 

moving to a low carbon economy. (Paragraph 8).

NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK (June 2019)

APPENDIX 1

These objectives should be delivered through the preparation and 

implementation of plans and the application of the policies in this 

Framework; they are not criteria against which every decision can or 

should be judged. Planning policies and decisions should play an 

active role in guiding development towards sustainable solutions, but 

in doing so should take local circumstances into account, to reflect

the character, needs and opportunities of each area. (Paragraph 9). 

In situations where the presumption applies to applications involving 

the provision of housing, the adverse impact of allowing development 

that conflicts with the neighbourhood plan is likely to significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, provided all of the following apply:

a) the neighbourhood plan became part of the development plan two years or 

less before the date on which the decision is made;

b) the neighbourhood plan contains policies and allocations to meet its identified 

housing requirement;

c) the local planning authority has at least a three year supply of deliverable 

housing sites

d) the local planning authority’s housing delivery was at least 45% of that required 

over the previous three years. (Paragraph 14).

Section 5 Delivering a sufficient supply of home

59. To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the 

supply of homes, it is important that a sufficient amount and variety of 

land can come forward where it is needed, that the needs of groups 

with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land with 

permission is developed without unnecessary delay.

61. Within this context, the size, type and tenure of housing needed for 

different groups in the community should be assessed and reflected 

in planning policies (including, but not limited to, those who require 

affordable housing, families with children, older people, students, 

people with disabilities, service families, travellers, people who rent 

their homes and people wishing to commission or build their own 

homes).

65. Strategic policy-making authorities should establish a housing 

requirement figure for their whole area, which shows the extent to 

which their identified housing need (and any needs that cannot be 

met within neighbouring areas) can be met over the plan period. 

Within this overall requirement, strategic policies should also set out 

a housing requirement for designated neighbourhood areas which 

reflects the overall strategy for the pattern and scale of development 

and any relevant allocations. Once the strategic policies have been 

adopted, these figures should not need retesting at the neighbourhood 

plan examination, unless there has been a significant change in 

circumstances that affects the requirement.

68. Small and medium sized sites can make an important contribution 
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to meeting the housing requirement of an area, and are often built-out 

relatively quickly.

71. Local planning authorities should support the development of entry-

level exception sites, suitable for first time buyers (or those looking to 

rent their first home), unless the need for such homes is already being 

met within the authority’s area. These sites should be on land which is 

not already allocated for housing and should:

a) comprise of entry-level homes that offer one or more types of affordable 

housing as defined in Annex 2 of this Framework; and

b) be adjacent to existing settlements, proportionate in size to them, not 

compromise the protection given to areas or assets of particular importance in 

this Framework, and comply with any local design policies and standards.

Section 11 Making effective use of land

117. Planning policies and decisions should promote an effective 

use of land in meeting the need for homes and other uses, while 

safeguarding and improving the environment and ensuring safe and 

healthy living conditions. Strategic policies should set out a clear 

strategy for accommodating objectively assessed needs, in a way 

that makes as much use as possible of previously-developed or 

‘brownfield’ land.

118. Planning policies and decisions should:

a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and rural land, including through 

mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net environmental gains 

– such as developments that would enable new habitat creation or improve 

public access to the countryside;

b) recognise that some undeveloped land can perform many functions, such as 

for wildlife, recreation, flood risk mitigation, cooling/shading, carbon storage or 

food production.:

c) give substantial weight to the value of using suitable brownfield land within 

settlements for homes and other identified needs, and support appropriate 

opportunities to remediate despoiled, degraded, derelict, contaminated or 

unstable land.

119. Local planning authorities, and other plan-making bodies, should 

take a proactive role in identifying and helping to bring forward land that 

may be suitable for meeting development needs, including suitable 

sites on brownfield registers or held in public ownership, using the 

full range of powers available to them. This should include identifying 

opportunities to facilitate land assembly, supported where necessary 

by compulsory purchase powers, where this can help to bring more 

land forward for meeting development needs and/or secure better 

development outcomes.

123. Where there is an existing or anticipated shortage of land for 

meeting identified housing needs, it is especially important that planning 

policies and decisions avoid homes being built at low densities, and 

ensure that developments make optimal use of the potential of each 

site. In these circumstances:

a) plans should contain policies to optimise the use of land in their area and 

meet as much of the identified need for housing as possible. This will be 

tested robustly at examination, and should include the use of minimum density 

standards for city and town centres and other locations that are well served by 

public transport. These standards should seek a significant uplift in the average 

density of residential development within these areas, unless it can be shown that 

there are strong reasons why this would be inappropriate.

Section 12 Achieving well-designed places

124. The creation of high quality buildings and places is fundamental 

to what the planning and development process should achieve. 

Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, creates 

better places in which to live and work and helps make development 

acceptable to communities. Being clear about design expectations, 

and how these will be tested, is essential for achieving this. So too is

effective engagement between applicants, communities, local planning 

authorities and other interests throughout the process.

131. In determining applications, great weight should be given to 

outstanding or innovative designs which promote high levels of 

sustainability, or help raise the  standard of design more generally in 

an area, so long as they fit in with the overall form and layout of their 

surroundings.
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Section 14 Meeting the challenge of climate 
change, flooding and coastal change

New development should be planned for in ways that:

a) avoid increased vulnerability to the range of impacts arising from climate 

change. When new development is brought forward in areas which are vulnerable, 

care should be taken to ensure that risks can be managed through suitable 

adaptation measures, including through the planning of green infrastructure; and

b) can help to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, such as through its location, 

orientation and design. Any local requirements for the sustainability of buildings 

should reflect the Government’s policy for national technical standards

To help increase the use and supply of renewable and low carbon 

energy and heat, plans should:

a) provide a positive strategy for energy from these sources, that maximises the

potential for suitable development, while ensuring that adverse impacts are

addressed satisfactorily (including cumulative landscape and visual impacts);

b) consider identifying suitable areas for renewable and low carbon energy

sources, and supporting infrastructure, where this would help secure their

development; and

c) identify opportunities for development to draw its energy supply from

decentralised, renewable or low carbon energy supply systems and for 

colocating potential heat customers and suppliers.

In determining planning applications, local planning authorities should 

expect new development to:

a) comply with any development plan policies on local requirements for

decentralised energy supply unless it can be demonstrated by the applicant,

having regard to the type of development involved and its design, that this is not

feasible or viable; and

b) take account of landform, layout, building orientation, massing and landscaping

to minimise energy consumption.


